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ABSTRACT

In the modern era this has been spelled out more and more variety of foods, including foods that start jumping rapidly western culinary Indonesian market. Surabaya were included in the class culinary city that must be visited entrants.

Cafe that serves a variety of pancakes and yogurt is currently growing rapidly in the area of Surabaya. In addition to the delicious food people want also require a convenient and pleasant location. Hence a cafe in addition to pay attention to the taste of the food served should also be able to give comfort to the community by presenting a new concept cafe interior and attractive. In addition, Maggie Pancake Cafe provides several facilities that can attract consumers, such as a live music area, open kitchen area that is expected to provide different experiences.

Maggie pancake cafe's interior takes the concept of shabby chic to the interior of the cafe, which is the default style of the country. Pancake and shabby chic is the hallmark of the American state. Maggie Pancake Cafe is designed to showcase the feel homey and elegant impression with unique formations.

The method used is the observation / survey directly to the cafe maggie pancake galaxy mall located in Surabaya. selian was also interviewed employees and visitors to the cafe. The data can be amplified in the presence of the internet. From the data obtained is then processed sedemikianan cafe in such a way to compare one with another cafe, which is expected to provide a reference on the design.

With the Maggie Cafe Pancake with Shabby Chic Idioms can facilitate community and provide a new experience with the open kitchen and the concept of a comfortable and attractive interior.
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